
 LASD Administrative Discipline – 1st  Quarter 2006 *

                 Employee Category Total    Subgroups

Total employees receiving discipline from founded administrative cases 154

Total employees who are sworn peace officers receiving discipline 129 Deputies                          114
Sergeants                          13
Lieutenants                        2

            Type of Discipline

Total employees discharged ** 7 Deputies                           3
Non Sworn Staff                4

Total employees receiving longer suspensions [16 to 30 days] or
demotions

10 Sworn Staff                      9
Non Sworn Staff               1

Total employees disciplined for false statements 16

* Note – Statistics cited in the above table are derived from the LASD Quarterly Disciplinary Report for January 1, 2006 to March 31, 2006, and
reflect all administrative discipline cases in which LASD executives have approved discipline during that quarter.  The OIR Report of Oversight
of Administrative Discipline Cases (attached) is a tracking chart showing case progress.  It includes cases where discipline has not yet been
imposed, cases where there has been a finding that no discipline is appropriate, and cases where past discipline is being appealed.  As a result,
the actual imposition of discipline noted on the OIR chart will, in some cases,  have been imposed in an earlier quarter.  OIR feels it important
to retain those cases on the chart however, so that the public can be informed about their eventual outcome.  New information regarding
existing cases and cases initiated during this quarter are indicated by bold typeface.  The “Subsequent History” column in the tracking chart
reports whether OIR concurred with any modification of discipline.  Unless expressly noted, OIR did not necessarily concur with a modification
of discipline undertaken during the grievance process.  OIR strives to provide the greatest degree of transparency possible to the administrative
discipline process yet respecting the right to privacy of LASD employees as expressed by law. 

** “Discharge” as referenced in this chart and the OIR Report of Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases means cases in which LASD has
informed the employee that it intends to discharge him or her.  Subsequent due process appeals and grievance proceedings initiated by the
employee after notification can result in reinstatement.  OIR continues to track the status of the cases it reviews, and will provide any relevant
updates in future charts if and when a change in discipline occurs.
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          Office of Independent Review 
       Report of Oversight of Administrative Discipline Cases: 

          January through March 2006

OIR#
Start Date

Allegations or
Synopsis

OIR Recommendation Result Discipline Subsequent 
History

Related Civil / Criminal

021409
02/14/06
R

Subject fired one round from his duty
weapon from at the suspect when he
refused to raise his hands and
continued holding onto something in
his waistband.  

Investigation pending.

021408
01/25/06
S

Deputy Involved Non-Hit Shooting. Investigation pending.

021403
01/2006

Subject civilian employee allegedly
committed workers compensation
fraud.

OIR concurrence. Founded for Obedience
to Laws.

Discharge Pled nolo contendre to two
felony counts of workers
compensation fraud.

021402
03/13/06
M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting. Investigation pending.

021372
03/26/06
S

Use of Force Investigation pending.
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021371
03/26/06
R

Subject deputy went into pursuit of
an Assault with a Deadly Weapon
suspect.  When the subject deputy
was fired upon, he returned fire
missing the suspect.  The suspect
then retreated into a back yard and
was subsequently located by an SEB
K-9 unit and arrested.  

Pending D.A. review.

021369
03/29/06
I

Subjects purchased a residential
property in violation of a federal
housing program known as Officer
Next Door program. 

Pending investigation.

021368
03/28/06
R

While off duty, subject was asked to
leave a restaurant for disorderly
conduct.  He was subsequently
arrested for drunk in public.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Pending.

021367
03/28/06
S

Suspect with history of mental illness
discharged a gun several times on his
own property, and refused to
cooperate with responding deputies. 
When he eventually fired at deputies,
they returned fire, killing him.

Case is scheduled for presentation
to the Executive Force Review
Committee.  

D.A. declined to prosecute in
August of 2005, citing the
justification for deadly force.

021366
03/24/06
I

Deputy allegedly threatened
estranged wife and her children,
waved gun at wife, and hit wife’s son
with butt of gun.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: N/A

Unresolved.

021365
03/23/06
B

While intoxicated, Subject, a civilian
employee, drove his vehicle and
struck a pedestrian.  Prior to police
arriving, Subject left scene of the
accident.  As a result of injuries
sustained from the accident, the
pedestrian died.

Administrative investigation
pending.

D.A. filed a 192(c)(3)P.C.,
Vehicular Manslaughter
charge, and on March 15,
2006, Subject pled nolo
contendre to the felony
charge.
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021364
03/20/06
S

While conducting a patrol check,
deputies 1 and 2 observed a male
sitting in a van who appeared to be
smoking from a cocaine pipe.  When
deputies approached the vehicle, they
ordered the suspect out of the van. 
Deputy 2 grabbed the suspect’s right
hand and ordered him to drop the
pipe.  The suspect refused and began
to resist deputies.  Deputy 1 struck
the suspect with the butt of his
flashlight as he continued to resist. 
The suspect sustained fluid in his
abdomen.

Force investigation is pending.

021363
03/20/06
B

After pulling over a car whose
registered owner had a felony
warrant and after beginning to search
the suspect, who was a passenger in
the car, Subject Deputy (2) became
involved in an altercation with the
suspect.  When the suspect broke free
and began running away, Subject
Deputy (2) chased the suspect and
tackled him.  As the suspect began
fighting with Subject Deputy (2), he
fired several rounds at Subject
Deputies (1) and (2).   Subject
Deputy (1) returned several rounds of
fire at the suspect, and the suspect
was struck by several rounds and
then handcuffed.  Subject Deputies
(1) and (2) sustained gunshot
wounds.

Case is pending presentation to
Executive Force Review
Committee.

021362
03/16/06
R

It is alleged that the subject grabbed
an inmate by the neck and slammed
his face into an elevator door.

Pending Executive Force Review.
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021361
03/14/06
S

The subject, a supervisor, allegedly
used a patrol station’s gas pump to
put gas in his personal vehicle.

Investigation pending. D.A.’s final decision on the
case is pending.

021360
05/05
I

Sergeant allegedly improperly
requested to borrow a video from a
vendor in order to view it without
paying for it.

Investigation: Sufficient
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 3 day suspension. Grievance
pending.

021358
03/07/06
B

Subject Deputy seized a book of
travel tickets as evidence during an
arrest, and later Subject Deputy
presented those tickets for personal
use.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for (1)
General Behavior; (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; and (3)
Misappropriation of
Property.

Discharge Letter of intent
issued on
02/22/06.

021357
12/05
B

After finding narcotics on the suspect,
Subject Deputy failed to execute a
felony arrest, placed false information
regarding the discovery of the
narcotics in an official incident report
and lied to a supervisor regarding the
discovery of the narcotics.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for (1) False
Statements; (2)
Performance to
Standards; and (3)
False Information in
Records.

Discharge Letter of intent
issued on
01/11/06.

021356
03/03/06
R

Sergeant, who was called to
disturbance scene by responding
deputy, intervened, used force, and
failed to report the force.

Investigation pending.

021354
03/03/06
I

Deputy allegedly filed a false police
report.

Pending investigation.
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021353
03/03/06
S

Subject, a unit commander, allegedly
made inappropriately negative and
disparaging comments about LASD
while speaking at an LASD training
class.

Investigation is complete; final
resolution is pending.

021350
01/28/06
M

Performance to Standards
Use of Firearms and Deadly Force.

Ten deputies fired into house in
response to an alleged perceived
threat from suspect.  Suspect not
struck by gunfire.

Investigation pending.

021349
03/03/06
B

Subject Physician and Subject Senior
Nurse failed to take appropriate
medical action, and inmate died.

Pending completion of
investigation.

021348
03/03/06
R

Civilian employee pulled over while
riding in a car with a known gang
member.  Lies to law enforcement
officer about identity of driver.

Investigation pending.

021347
03/01/06
S

Subject responded to a call for service
regarding a bank robbery suspect
who was in the home of his girlfriend
and her child.  The deputies made
contact with the suspect, who
appeared to be agitated and was
unwilling to surrender and allow his
girlfriend and child to leave.  Based
on his own perception of imminent
danger to the hostages, a responding
deputy shot the suspect, killing him.

Homicide investigation and review
by the District Attorney are
pending.

021343
02/23/06
R

A deputy broke off his relationship
with Subject professional staff
member who then began to access
personal information about deputy’s
new girlfriend via police database,
made annoying and threatening
phone calls.

Investigation pending.
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021342
02/06/06
S

Deputy killed the suspect at the end
of a barricade confrontation when the
suspect left cover, refused to
cooperate with instructions, and
reached for his waistband.

Homicide investigation and District
Attorney review are pending.

021341
09/05/05
J

Three deputies were driving to an
unrelated call when a suspect began
firing at the deputies with an AK-47
rifle.  The deputies took cover and
returned fire, striking the suspect.

Executive Force Review
determined no policies implicated. 
OIR concurred.

021340
11/15/04
R

Deputy shoots knife wielding suspect
who charges.  Suspect is injured. 

Pending Executive Force Review.  

021339
02/22/06
J

SEB was involved in a shooting of a
barricaded suspect at the request of
an outside police agency.   Suspect
deceased.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021338
02/21/06
S

Subject, a supervisor, allegedly made
inappropriate comments to a
subordinate after confrontation over
personal property in the work place.

Investigation is complete; final
resolution is pending.

021337
02/20/06
J

The involved deputies were
conducting routine cell searches
when an inmate refused to comply
with their orders to remain in their
bunks.  The inmate was pepper
sprayed when he became aggressive
and began to punch the subjects.  The
inmate was pulled from his bunk to
the ground which resulted in the
inmate’s arm being broken.

Pending Executive Force Review.
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021336
02/16/06
J

The deputies were attempting to
detain two individuals that
subsequently went into a foot pursuit. 
When one of the males produced a
sawed-off shotgun and pointed it at
the subjects, they fired multiple
rounds striking both males.        

Pending Executive Force Review.

021335
02/21/06
S

Allegations made by Victim/Inmate
that deputy personnel failed to
protect him from rival gang members,
after advising them on several
occasions that he would be assaulted
if not removed from his dorm. 
Preliminary investigation shows that
the inmate was removed for
discipline, but not administratively
segregated from rival gang inmates.

Investigation is pending.

021333
02/21/06
J

Sheriff’s Youth deputy alleged to have
authorized payment of tutors when
the facility was closed.

Investigation pending.

021331
02/21/06
B

Subject Deputy created a hostile
work environment for an employee at
another county department or agency
by expressing a romantic interest in
the employee.

Pending completion of
investigation.

021330
02/21/06
B

Subject non-sworn employee
engaged in improper communication
and correspondence with inmates
and/or physical touching of inmates.

Pending completion of
investigation.

021328
02/21/06
R

Deputy involved in disturbance in
restaurant bar in another county;
uncooperative with local law
enforcement.

Investigation pending.
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021327
02/21/06
R

Unreported significant Use of Force,
involving multiple subjects, including
a supervisor.

Investigation pending.

021326
02/13/06
R

During an inmate disturbance,
Subject allegedly used force on an
inmate who failed to follow direct
orders to lie down.  The inmate
sustained fractures to his fingers and
both hands.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021325
02/16/06
R

Subject arranged the movement of
inmates for money and failed to
report that a relative or close
acquaintance was in custody at the
facility which he worked.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Unresolved for Taking
Bribes to Move
Inmates.  Founded for
Failure to Disclose
Relative in Jail. 
Founded for False
Statements to Internal
Affairs Investigators.

15 days
suspension.

Grievance
pending.

D.A. reviewed facts; case did
not meet threshold for
criminal consideration.

021324
02/15/06
J

Subject failed to make cell checks and
later found the inmate dead in his
cell. 

Investigation pending.

021323
02/15/06
S

An inmate bolted from the laundry
area at a jail facility and was soon re-
captured. 

The investigation, which had no
named subject, was meant to
ensure that all personnel had
acted appropriately and that
performance or systemic failures
had not contributed to the escape. 
OIR concurred with the finding
that no such lapses had occurred.  

021322
02/12/06
R

Deputies were conducting a row
check when they heard sounds of a
fight.  Approximately six inmates
were involved which resulted in the
death of one inmate.  

Investigation pending.
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021321
02/12/06
R

Two deputies responded to a prowler
call in which they saw a suspect on a
roof.  They gave orders for the
suspect to come down but he refused. 
The deputies saw an object in the
suspect’s hand.  Deputy 1 shot two
rounds striking the suspect.  

Pending Executive Force Review.

021320
02/14/06
S

Inmate, hospitalized for serious head
injuries, was behaving wildly and
erratically.  Deputy allegedly used
force in helping nurses to subdue the
inmate, and failed to report it.  

Investigation is complete. 
Resolution is pending.

021319
02/13/06
J

The subject, a supervisor, allegedly
submitted inaccurate overtime slips
and made false statements when
attempting to explain/defend his
actions.

Investigation pending.

021318
02/10/06
I

Deputies allegedly stole money
during a search pursuant to a search
warrant.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Pending
Findings: Pending
Discipline: Pending

021317
02/06/06
I

It is alleged that the subject used
force to detain a combative suspect. 
The subjects used O.C. spray which
met with negative results.  The
suspect sustained a fractured rib.

Investigation: Thorough
Case presented to Executive Force
Review Committee on March 9,
2006.  Committee determined the
force was within policy.  OIR
concurred.

021315
02/03/06
R

Allegations that supervisor was rude
and abusive to member of public,
used profanity, pushed complainant
and vandalized a car.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Pending
Findings: Pending
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021314
01/26/06
R

While deputies were detaining eight
juveniles at gunpoint, the suspect
attempted to interfere with the
deputies’ performance of their duties. 
A struggle ensued, and the deputies
forced the suspect to the ground.  The
suspect sustained a broken right arm.

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violation.  No
further investigation.  OIR
concurs.

021313
01/24/06
B

While trying to handcuff a resistive
inmate, Subject Deputy forced the
inmate’s arm behind his back, and the
inmate sustained a broken elbow.

Pending case presentation to the
Executive Force Review
Committee.

021312
01/20/06
R

Inmate alleges that three deputies
beat him up with fists and flashlights,
then told him to say that three black
inmates had beaten him up.

Criminal investigation found no
credible evidence to identify
suspects.  Case sent to unit for
administrative evaluation.

021311
01/24/06
B

While driving a radio car, Subject, a
civilian employee, had an accident
which caused damage and failed to
report the accident.  During an
inquiry into the accident, Subject lied
about the accident.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (2) False
Statements; and (3)
Failure to Make
Statements.

Discharge Letter of intent
issued on
01/25/06.  Case
review occurred on
01/24/06.  Letter
of imposition
issued on
02/16/06.

021310
01/23/06
B

Without obtaining the required
permission or authorization from a
supervisor and while on personal
business, Subject, a civilian employee
and a reserve deputy, used a patrol
car to visit his girlfriend and take her
out.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence as to
the “founded” finding.
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to General
Behavior.  Unresolved
as to (1) False
Statements; and (2)
Failure to Make
Statements.

15-day
suspension.

Letter of intent
issued on
01/19/06. 
Pursuant to case
settlement
agreement, LASD
reduced the 15-
day suspension to
a 10-day
suspension.  Letter
of imposition
issued on
03/20/06.
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021309
01/23/06
I

Subject was arrested by an outside
agency for Lewd Acts upon a Child
and Furnishing Harmful Matter to
Minor for Purposes of Seduction.

Subject resigned.

021304
01/23/06
R

Alleged off-duty sexual assault and
coercion; lying during investigation;
failure to report incident.

Investigation pending. D.A. declined to file charges.

021303
01/23/06
M

Subject professional employee
allegedly visited inmates at various
state prisons without the permission
of her Unit Commander.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Prohibited
Association.

Discharge

021298
01/19/06
S

A suspect fleeing from deputies
encountered two more deputies who
were in place to intercept him; when
the suspect pointed a gun, one
deputy fired two rounds.  The suspect
was not hit, and was apprehended
soon thereafter.  

Executive Force Review
Committee heard the initial
presentation of the case in March
of 2006, and requested further
investigation regarding deputy
tactics.  That investigation is
pending.  OIR concurred.

021297
01/09/06
M

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting - The
deputy responded to a prowler call
which was later updated to reflect the
suspect was armed with a handgun. 
The deputy observed the suspect and
ordered him to drop his weapon.  The
suspect did not comply and took
cover and pointed a handgun at the
deputy.  Several demands for the
suspect to drop his weapon were
fruitless. The suspect then began to
run toward the deputy at which time
the deputy fired at the suspect
striking him multiple times.  

Investigation pending.
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021296
01/12/06
R

While attempting to handcuff an
inmate a struggle ensured which
resulted in the inmate sustaining a
fractured rib.

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violation.  No
further investigation.  OIR
concurred.

021295
01/06/06
I

Subject deputy allegedly forcibly
removed a non-cooperative detainee
from a holding cell without
appropriate notifications.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: N/A

Unfounded

021294
01/06/06
I

Subject Custody Assistant allegedly
refused to write a report about a
damaged radio in her possession and
allegedly made false statements
regarding damage to the radio.

Investigation: Thorough 
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience
to Laws, Regulations
and Orders,
Performance to
Standards and
Conduct Toward
Others.  Unfounded for
False Statements.

6 day suspension.

021293
01/09/06
J

Subjects were involved in an
altercation with an inmate.  The
inmate suffered a broken jaw as a
result of the incident.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021292
01/05/06
M

Suspect fought with deputies who
used punches to head and taser to
subdue suspect.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined force to be
in policy.  OIR concurred.

021291
01/04/06
S

Inmate escaped from courthouse
after spending the afternoon as a
worker there.  He allegedly hid and
avoided detection until after dark,
when he left the building.

Initial investigation, which was
thorough and wide- ranging is
complete.  However, LASD
supervisors identified further
issues that are currently being
addressed.  Final resolution is
pending.
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021290
01/04/06
J

Deputy, during struggle with inmate,
allegedly used unreasonable force by
kicking inmate to head with shod
foot.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to
Unreasonable Force
and Performance to
Standards.

3 days suspension. Pending grievance.

021289
01/04/06
M

Subjects were contacted by a citizen
regarding a vehicle with armed
occupants.  They located the vehicle
and effected a felony traffic stop.  The
passenger exited the vehicle and
pointed a handgun at the deputies. 
Deputies 1 and 2 fired their duty
weapons striking the suspect.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined shooting to
be in policy.  OIR concurred.

021288
01/04/06
M

Deputies responded to a “stabbing
just occurred” call and detained a
suspect at gunpoint.  The suspect was
armed with a knife and lunged at
Deputy 1.  Seven deputies fired at the
suspect striking him.  He was taken
into custody without further incident.

Investigation pending.
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021285
05/04/05
I

Security officers and Deputies
allegedly used force on an individual
and failed to report it.  Initially,
security officers made a “log entry”
allegedly per instruction from a
deputy.  Security officers belatedly
reported the use of force.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Security Officer (1):
Founded for Failure to
Report Force.

Security Officer (2):
Founded for Failure to
Report Force.

Deputy (3): Founded
for Failure to Report
Force.

Deputy (4): Founded
for Failure to Report
Force.

Deputy (5): Founded
for Failure to Report
Force.

Security Officer
(1): 5 day
suspension.

Security Officer
(2): 5 day
suspension.

Deputy (3): 8 day
suspension.

Deputy (4): 15 day
suspension.

Deputy (5): 8 day
suspension.

Security Officer
(1): Per settlement
agreement, 3 days
held in abeyance.

Security Officer
(2): Per settlement
agreement, 5 days
held in abeyance.

Deputy (3):
Resigned.

Deputy (4): Per
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 10
days, 4 days held
in abeyance.

Deputy (5):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement, 4 days
held in abeyance.

021284
06/28/05
R

Alleged battery of spouse by reserve
deputy.    Failure to notify
Department.  SEE ALSO OIR#
021119.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR disagreed with this
finding.  Evidence appears
sufficient to resolve the issues for
administrative purposes. 
Discipline: N/A

Unresolved for
Obedience to Laws,
Family Violence, and
Failure to Report.

Spousal assault charges filed
by prosecutor, then
dismissed.

021283
01/03/06
S

Deputies fractured the arm of an
inmate while attempting to subdue
him after he assaulted and injured
two deputies.  

Executive Force Review
Committee heard the case in
March of 2006 after a thorough
investigation.  The panel
determined that the force was
justified and in policy.  No further
action required.  OIR concurred. 
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021282
01/03/06
B

Subject Deputy (2) used excessive
force on inmates, and Subject
Deputies (1) and (3-7) either sought
to persuade the inmates to lie about
how they sustained their injuries,
failed to report properly their
observation of the uses of force
and/or failed to provide complete
answers to internal criminal
investigators.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Deputy (1):
Founded as to
(1)Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (2) Reporting
Information; (3)
Obstructing an
Investigation; and (4)
Performance to
Standards.

Subject Deputy (2):
Founded as to (1)
Unreasonable Force;
(2) Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (3)
Obstructing an
Investigation; (4)
Cooperation During
Criminal Investigation;
and (5) Performance
to Standards.

Subject Deputy (3):
Founded as to (1)
Obstructing an
Investigation; (2)
Cooperation During
Criminal Investigation;
and (3) Performance
to Standards.

Subject Deputy (4):
Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (2)
Obstructing an
Investigation; (3)
Cooperation During
Criminal Investigation;
and (4) Performance

Subject Deputy
(1): 30-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(2): 30-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(3): 30-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(4): 30-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(5): 15-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(6): 5-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(7): 5-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy
(1): Letter of
intent issues on
02/14/06.

Subject Deputy
(2): Letter of
Intent issued on
02/14/06.

Subject Deputy
(3): Letter of
intent issued on
02/15/06.

Subject Deputy
(4): Letter of
intent issued on
02/14/06.

Subject Deputy
(5): Letter of
intent issued on
02/14/06.

Subject Deputy
(6): Letter of
intent issued on
02/14/06.

Subject Deputy
(7): Letter of
intent issued on
02/14/06.
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021282
01/03/06
B

Subject Deputy (2) used excessive
force on inmates, and Subject
Deputies (1) and (3-7) either sought
to persuade the inmates to lie about
how they sustained their injuries,
failed to report properly their
observation of the uses of force
and/or failed to provide complete
answers to internal criminal
investigators.

*CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS
ENTRY*

*CONTINUED FROM
PREVIOUS ENTRY*

Subject Deputy (5):
Founded as to 
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (2)
Obstructing an
Investigation; (3)
Cooperation During
Criminal Investigation;
and (4) Performance
to Standards.

Subject Deputy (6):
Founded as to
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (2) Reporting
Information; and (3)
Performance to
Standards.

Subject Deputy (7):
Founded as to
Performance to
Standards.

021281
12/20/05
I

On two separate occasions, the subject
allegedly failed to return a “key block”
assigned to him and left the facility with a
“key block” assigned to him.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for
Performance to
Standards and
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders.

Written reprimand.

021278
12/07/05
M

Deputy 1 shot suspect when the suspect
suddenly moved his hands to his
waistband after refusing several orders to
lay down . 

Investigation pending.
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021277
12/09/05
J

Deputies received a call of a male suicidal
en route to girlfriend’s house to die. 
Deputies find suspect, go into pursuit and
the suspect stops.  Suspect points a rifle at
deputies and deputies return fire, killing
suspect.  Sergeant and two assisting
deputies take cover nearby and observe
two males on a rooftop.  Believing the
males are secondary snipers, the
Sergeant ordered the suspects to show
their hands.  When they do not comply,
each fired at the males striking one male
in the arm.

Executive Force Review found no
policies implicated.  OIR
questioned effectiveness of
communication between Aero
Bureau and sergeant, which may
have contributed to confusion
precipitating impression that
males were a threat.

021276
12/06/05
I

During a traffic stop, the Deputies
detained a suspect for vehicle code and
narcotics violations.  When Deputy (1)
advised the suspect that he was under
arrest, the suspect assaulted Deputy (1). 
Deputy (1) pushed the suspect down,
deployed the Taser and punched him
several times in the face.  The suspect
sustained a hematoma to the back of his
head.

Pending investigation.

021275
12/05/05
S

While off duty, Subject allegedly pointed a
loaded firearm at the complainant
(boyfriend), battered him and vandalized
his vehicle.  It is also alleged that Subject
provided false statements to investigators
during the Internal Affairs investigation.  

Investigation is complete.  Final
resolution is pending.

District Attorney declined to
prosecute in August of ‘05 after
criminal investigation.
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021273
12/02/05
R

Jail Deputies used unreasonable force on
uncooperative inmate, then placed him in
cell without reporting incident or seeking
medical attention.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs 

Deputies 1, 2 and 3:
Founded for Obedience
to Laws, Regulations
and Orders, Failure to
Safeguard Prisoners
and Failure to Report
Force.

Deputy 1:  Founded for
False Statements and
Performance to
Standards.

Deputy 4: Founded for
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders and Failure to
Report Force.

Deputies 5 & 6:
Founded for Obedience
to Laws, Regulations
and Orders.

Deputy 1:
Discharge

Deputy 2: 15 days
suspension.

Deputy 3: 15 days
suspension.

Deputy 4: 10 day
suspension.

Deputy 5: 5 days
suspension.

Deputy 6: 5 days
suspension.

D.A. declined to file charges.

021271
11/30/05
J

Deputy Involved Shooting - Subject
attempted to contact a suspect on a
bicycle for vehicle code violations and went
into foot pursuit.  While establishing a
containment, the suspect reappeared
down a driveway and withdrew a handgun. 
Fearing for his safety, the Subject fired
three rounds at the suspect.  The suspect
escaped capture and there was no
evidence indicating the suspect was hit.

Pending Executive Force Review.  

021270
11/29/05
S

Subject allegedly used force in an attempt
to arrest a suspect who evaded capture
following a vehicle pursuit.  The suspect
sustained a flashlight strike to the head as
well as rib cage, right shoulder and tricep
area.

Investigation is complete.  Case is
scheduled for presentation to the
Executive Force Review
Committee.  
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021269
11/17/05
R

Deputies approach stolen vehicle in motel
parking lot, order driver out.  Driver drives
away, ramming parked cars as he goes;
one deputy shoots at the fleeing suspect.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021267
11/29/05
R

Narcotics suspect sustained a fractured
femur after a fight with arresting deputy.

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violations.  No
further investigation.  OIR
concurred.

021266
11/23/05
R

Deputies, while conducting a surveillance
related to a vandalism call spotted suspect
breaking house and vehicle windows.  
Deputies drove up to arrest the suspect,
who pointed a pistol at them.  A deputy
fired three rounds at the suspect wounding
him in the right elbow.  Suspect was
arrested.  

Executive Force Review panel
extended review at OIR’s request
to address specific aspects of
evidence.

021265
11/23/05
B

Subject Sergeant searched the courtroom
for women and then disrupted court
proceedings by talking to them.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: N/A

Subject Sergeant:
Unresolved as to
General Behavior.

021264
11/23/05
R

An inmate died soon after fighting with
three or four of his cell mates.

Pending investigation.

021263
11/16/05
B

Subject deputies left inmates unsupervised
for a period of time, and during that time,
inmates fatally beat another inmate.

Investigation pending.
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021262
11/10/05
R

Deputies attempted to handcuff a rape
suspect as he was leaving his residence. 
He resisted; deputies and suspect fell onto
concrete steps and broke suspect’s nose
during the struggle.

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violation.  OIR
concurred.

021260
11/10/05
S

Inmate received a broken arm (during
handcuffing) and other injuries after
assaulting one deputy and then resisting.

Force investigation is complete. 
Review is pending.

021259
11/10/05
I

Custody Assistant allegedly failed to follow
procedures for searching cells, used
inappropriate force, and made
inappropriate comments about imposing
discipline on a collective, rather than
individual basis.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate after minor
comments.
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 5 day suspension. Pursuant to
settlement
agreement, 5 days
held in abeyance.

021257
11/02/05
J

Subject is alleged to have failed to make
contact with victims of various crimes, 
complete necessary documentation and
failed to perform to Department standards
established for members of the Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department. 

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to
Performance to
Standards.

2 day suspension. Pending grievance.

021254
10/25/05
M

Subjects used force while attempting to
apprehend a domestic violence suspect
who fled on foot.  The suspect sustained a
four inch laceration requiring six staples to
close.

Investigation pending.

021253
10/23/05
J

The subject was involved in an off-duty
non-hit shooting at a bar.

Investigation is pending.
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021251
10/19/05
I

Deputy allegedly disobeyed order to stay
away from individual who had made a
complaint of stalking, which was currently
under investigation.  Deputy allegedly
engaged in inappropriate/ disorderly
behavior with LAPD and his supervisors.

Investigation: Thorough after
additional investigation requested
by OIR.
Charges: Incomplete
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 25 day suspension. Grievance
pending.

021248
10/18/05
B

While on duty, subject deputy emitted the
odor of alcohol and, several hours after
reporting for duty, provided breath test
results of .02 and.03 blood-alcohol
readings.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
and (2) Use of Alcohol.

10-day suspension. Letter of intent was
issued on 12/02/05.

Letter of
imposition issued
on 02/09/06.

021246
10/18/05
B

While on duty and driving a Department
vehicle, subject deputy (1) struck a
pedestrian, and neither subject deputy (1)
nor subject deputy (2) reported the
accident or completed a traffic collision
report within a timely manner.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Deputy (1):
Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
and (2) Reporting
Information.

Subject Deputy (2):
Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
and (2) Reporting
Information.

Subject Deputy (1):
5-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (2):
5-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (1):
Letter of intent was
issued on 12/19/05.

Subject Deputy (2):
Letter of intent was
issued on 12/19/05.

Letter of
imposition issued
on 02/09/06.

021244
10/16/05
M

Two deputies used batons on suspect after
suspect moved towards them with a piece
of wood.  Suspect received fractured arm.

Executive Force Review
Committee found use of force
within policy.  OIR concurred.

021243
10/15/05
R

Deputies responding to call for service
involved in physical struggle with suspect
for control of one of deputy’s flashlights. 
Deputy strikes suspect in head with
flashlight.

Pending Executive Force Review.
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021242
10/15/05
R

Use of force on inmate who grabs deputy. 
Inmate’s cheek bone was fractured.  

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violations.  OIR
concurred.  

021241
10/14/05
B

Two deputies approached a man on the
street.  Deputy (1) began conducting a
pat-down search of the man, and during
the search, a firearm fell from the man’s
waist area.  A struggle occurred between
Deputy (1) and the man over the deputy’s
weapon.  At the request of Deputy (1),
Subject Deputy (2), shot the man.

Pending presentation to the Executive
Force Review Committee.

021240
10/13/05
B

After responding to a service call regarding
a man on drugs, Subject Deputies
approached the man and handcuffed him. 
During his detention, the man became
uncooperative and kicked at subject
deputies.  Subject Deputies placed the
man in a hobble restraint and called
paramedics.  After the arrival of
paramedics, the man became unconscious,
and after medical treatment and
transportation to a local hospital by
paramedics, the man died.

Pending completion of the
investigation.
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021239
10/12/05
I

Deputy (1) failed to properly handle a call
for service while working the desk. 
Deputies (2) and (3) were assigned the call
and failed to perform their duties properly.

Investigation: Adequate, but
unreasonably delayed.
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for all three
deputies for Performance
to Standards.

Deputy (1): 3 day
suspension.

Deputy (2): 2 day
suspension.

Deputy (3): 2 day
suspension .

Deputy (1): Pursuant
to grievance,
unresolved.

Deputy (2):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
founded but no
discipline.

Deputy (3):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
founded but no
discipline.

021238
10/12/05
I

Deputy and supervisors failed to terminate
a pursuit that allegedly violated the pursuit
policy.  Deputy (2) allegedly joined pursuit
without authorization.

Investigation: Thorough after additional
inquiry suggested by OIR.
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: LASD concurrence

OIR concurred with Aero Bureau
decision not to initiate an
investigation.

Deputy (1): Founded for
initiating out of policy
pursuit.

Deputy (2): Founded for
improper participation in
pursuit.

Sergeant (3) & (4):
Founded for failure to
terminate pursuit.

Deputy (1): 2 day
suspension.

Deputy (2): 3 day
suspension.

Sergeant (3): 2 day
suspension.

Sergeant (4): 3 day
suspension.

Deputy (1):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement, 1 day
held in abeyance.

Deputy (2): Pursuant
to settlement
agreement, 2 days
held in abeyance.

Sergeant (3):
Grievance
pending. 

Sergeant (4):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 2 day
suspension, 1 day
held in abeyance. 
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021235
10/06/05
B

Without necessary delay, subject deputy
failed to book narcotic evidence and,
following the arrest of a suspect, failed to
secure properly such evidence.  In
addition, subject deputy failed to obtain
the required verification signature for entry
of evidence and falsely dated the entry of
evidence.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
(2) Evidence Handling;
and (3) Performance to
Standards.  Unresolved as
to False Information in
Records.

5-day suspension. Letter of intent was
issued on 12/02/05.

Letter of intent
issued on
02/09/06.

021231
09/29/05
R

A drunk driving collision suspect barricaded
himself in his car. Deputies used stunbag
and pepperball rounds to extract him.  The
suspect suffered injury to his face from
imbedded stunbag pellets and a fractured
left cheek bone.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021230
09/27/05
J

County Employee and his girlfriend, ex-
girlfriend of subject deputy, allege deputy
has stalked them and accessed
department computers to obtain
information about him.

Investigation pending.

021229
09/27/05
R

Subject arrested for driving under the
influence with single vehicle collision by
another agency.

Pending administrative investigation. Misdemeanor Driving Under
the Influence charges filed.

021228
09/27/05
S

Subject, a newly hired Custody Assistant,
alleged that a supervisor intentionally
upset her by pointing a replica handgun at 
her in a work setting.

Investigation is pending at the
unit level; OIR will continue to
monitor.

District Attorney reviewed the
case and declined to
prosecute.
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021227
09/26/05
M

While off duty, the subject deputy 
contacted another police department
regarding the arrest of his father-in-law
and used profane language.  Additionally,
Subject is alleged to have interfered with
the orderly operation of the jail by using
derogatory language and being
disrespectful to police personnel in a public
venue.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General
Behavior, Disorderly
Conduct, Conduct
Towards Others, and
Derogatory Language.

10 day suspension. Per settlement
agreement,
discipline reduced
to 7 days
suspension.  Per
settlement, deputy
to make written
apology to five
officers of the
other police
department.  OIR
concurred with
settlement.

021226
09/26/05
S

A deputy attempted to contact a lone
pedestrian, who ran away after behaving
strangely.  The deputy called for backup,
then found the man again, and ended up
wrestling on the ground with him.  An
arriving deputy shot the suspect once in
response to suspects’s alleged efforts to
seize the first deputy’s gun.  The suspect
survived.

Executive Force Review
Committee heard the initial
presentation of this case in
January of ‘06, and ordered further
investigation into the deputies’
tactics.  OIR concurred.

D.A. declined the case in April of
2005.  Suspect’s relative filed a
suit alleging intentional infliction
of emotional distress.

021225
09/17/05
M

While on routine patrol, two deputies
heard several gunshots and drove to the
location to investigate the source of the
gunfire.  They observed Suspect running in
a full sprint on the sidewalk.  The subjects
could see that the suspect was carrying a
gun.  When the suspect noticed their
presence, he took cover behind two trash
cans.  Deputies stopped their radio car and
also took cover.  Seconds later the suspect
jumped up with the gun and began
running as he pointed his gun in the
direction of both deputies.  Both deputies
fired their duty weapons at the suspect. 
The suspect sustained a gunshot wound to
his right knee.  

Pending investigation.
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021222
09/22/05
R

Subject Deputy got into an off-duty
argument at a bar and threatened patrons,
then failed to cooperate with
responding deputies.

See also OIR #021140 & 021103

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Disorderly
Conduct, Drunk in
Public, Derogatory
Language, Failure to
Cooperate with a
Criminal Investigation
and Bringing Discredit
on the Department.

30 days
suspension.

021221
09/08/05
M

Numerous deputies fired at suspect after 
he shot his wife and then fired on the
deputies during a containment of his
residence.  Suspect deceased.

Investigation pending.

021220
09/20/05
B

Subject physician failed to provide
adequate medical treatment and an inmate
died.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to (1) General
Behavior; (2) Conduct
Toward Others; (3)
Derogatory Language;
and (4) Performance to
Standards.

7 day suspension Letter of intent was
issued on 09/22/05.

Letter of
imposition issued
on 01/04/06.  

021219
08/31/05
I

The subject was alleged to have engaged
in sexual activity with a confined adult
detainee.

Investigation pending.

021218
09/19/05
M

Investigation involves allegations of sexual
misconduct by an unknown on-duty deputy
sheriff by a male transvestite prostitute.

Investigation inactivated due to no
subject being identified.  OIR
concurred.

021217
09/19/05
R

Subject Deputy is alleged to have
physically abused his son.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: N/A

Unfounded for all
charges.

Deputy found not guilty of child
endangerment charges. 
Remaining misdemeanor charges
dismissed.  
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021216
09/15/05
M

Subject deputies were contacted by an off
duty Sheriff’s Security Officer who advised
them that two gang members had just
pointed a handgun at him.  The deputies
searched the area and located the
suspects.  Deputy 1 ordered Suspect 1 to
the ground.  Deputy 2 ordered Suspect 2
to the ground but Suspect 2 reached into
his waistband.  Deputy 2 fired one round
from his duty weapon.  The round missed
Suspect 2 who subsequently surrendered. 
A loaded .38 caliber revolver was
recovered from Suspect 2.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined shooting
was in policy.  OIR concurred.

021215
09/15/05
I

Deputy allegedly failed to properly handle
evidence and then allegedly made false
statements regarding his handling of the
evidence

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate after OIR and
Region input.
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for failure to
properly handle evidence.

15 days suspension. Grievance pending.

021213
09/08/05
B

Subject Security Officer received stolen
property.

Investigation: Pending
Charges: Pending
Findings: Pending
Discipline: Pending

021212
09/07/05
I

Subject was arrested by another agency
for disorderly conduct.

Investigation: Sufficient 
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded. 10 day suspension. 
Voluntarily wrote
apologies to
affected
individuals.  
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021211
09/11/05
I

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting - Deputies
received a loud party call and responded. 
Upon arrival they noticed two males
returning to their car.  The deputies saw
that one of the suspects appeared to be
holding something in his waistband.  They
ordered him to stop but instead he
momentarily hid behind a parked car.  The
suspect re-appeared with a handgun in his
hand and ran past the deputies .  The
deputies gave chase and found the suspect
on a nearby street at which time they
came under fire.  The deputies returned
fire hitting the suspect.  The suspect was
then transported to a local hospital.  No
deputies were injured.

Pending investigation and presentation
to Executive Force Review.

021210
09/07/05
J

An inmate was ordered to shower with
approximately 40 other inmates when he
suddenly collapsed in the shower.  The
other inmates began knocking on the
shower door and yelling “Man down” in an
attempt to get him aid. Subject deputies
1 and 2 were aware of the “man down”
call but allegedly did not render aid,
because they believed subject deputy 3
would assist.  Deputy personnel ultimately
opened the shower door to finish
processing the inmates when they
discovered the inmate on the floor. 
Deputies rendered aid and the inmate was
transported to LCMC where he eventually
expired.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to
Safeguarding Persons
in Custody and
Performance to
Standards as to
Subjects 1 and 2. 
Unresolved as to
Subject 3.

15 day suspension
each.

021209
09/07/05
J

The subjects allegedly failed to use the
Automated External Defibillator (AED) on
an inmate “woman down” call, per policy,
and therefore allegedly used bad
judgment in the safeguarding of persons in
custody.

Investigation: Adequate
Charge: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to
Safeguarding Persons
in Custody and
Performance to
Standards.

2 days each.
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021208
09/07/05
M

Lieutenant allegedly failed to complete
numerous Service Comment investigations
in a timely manner.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR did not concur
Discipline: N/A

Founded for
Performance to
Standards.

25 day suspension.

021204
09/07/05
M

Two deputies responded to a family
disturbance call and contacted the suspect
in a rear bedroom of the home.  The
subjects asked the suspect to step outside
at which time the suspect became verbally
abusive and hostile toward deputies.  The
suspect then lunged at Deputy 1.  Deputy
2 sprayed the suspect with O.C. spray and
Deputy 1 punched the suspect once in the
face.  The deputies continued to struggle
with the suspect and hit him in face 4-6
times.  The suspect was subsequently
taken into custody and a hobble restraint
was applied.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined that force
used was within policy.  OIR
concurred.

021203
08/31/05
M

Deputy 1 allegedly received four free cases
of beer from a liquor store while on duty
and in uniform and transported it to his
mother’s home.  Deputy 2 was present and
on duty when the transaction occurred and
failed to report the actions of his fellow
deputy.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputy 1: Founded for
General Behavior,
Improper Gratuities,
Performance of Duties,
Performance to Standards
and Use of County
Vehicles.

Deputy 2: Founded for
General Behavior,
Performance of Duties,
Performance to Standards
and Use of County
Vehicles.

Deputy 1: 5 days
suspension.

Deputy 2: 5 days
suspension.

Deputy 1: Reduced
to 4 day
suspension
pursuant to
settlement.

Deputy 2:
Pursuant to
settlement, 1 day
held in abeyance. 
OIR concurred
with settlement
agreements for
deputies 1 and 2.

021202
08/30/05
I

Deputy allegedly pointed weapon at a co-
worker and made derogatory comments.

Investigation pending. D.A. declined to file criminal
charges.
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021200
08/26/05
B

While on duty, Subject sergeant became
involved in a fight with Subject deputy.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Sergeant:
Founded as to (1)
Relations with
Subordinate; (2) General
Behavior; (3) Conduct
Toward Others; (4)
Workplace Violence; (5)
Derogatory Language; (6)
Policy of
Equality–Inappropriate
Conduct; and (7) Policy of
Equality–Duties of
Supervisors.

Subject Deputy:
Unfounded as to (1)
General Behavior; (2)
Conduct Toward Others;
and (3) Workplace
Violence.

Subject Sergeant:
Demotion.

Subject Deputy: N/A

Letter of intent
issued on
09/28/05.  

Letter of
imposition issued
on 11/30/05.

021199
08/22/05
S

Inmate received a facial fracture after
striking a deputy and resisting subsequent
attempts to control him.  Four deputies
used force in subduing the inmate.

Executive Force Review
Committee heard the case in
March of 2006 and found the force
to be justified and in policy.  OIR
concurred.  No further action
required.  

021198
08/31/05
I

Subject allegedly stalked his ex-girlfriend,
sent her derogatory e-mails, vandalized
her vehicle and used department e-mail to
converse with the complainant on personal
matters that were non-department related.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate after additional
charge.
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General
Behavior, Use of
Computer Equipment.

15 day suspension. Grievance pending.

021197
08/29/05
J

Deputy Involved Non-Hit Shooting Investigation pending.
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021194
08/21/05
B

While investigating a call of an assault with
a deadly weapon, deputies saw the
suspect driving erratically.  The suspect’s
truck struck two radio cars and crashed
through the  fence of a residence.  As
subject deputy approached the driver’s
side of the suspect’s truck, the suspect put
the truck in reverse, subject deputy fired
one non-hit round from his service weapon
at the suspect.  The suspect then led
deputies on a car pursuit.  While traveling
on freeway, the suspect leaped from his
driver’s window, and was immediately and
fatally struck by one of the pursuing radio
cars.

Pending presentation to the Executive
Force Review Committee.

021185
08/12/05
R

Deputy alleged to have coached daughter’s
softball team while on duty or out sick.

Investigation pending.

021183
08/13/05
M

Deputies 1 and 2 were pursuing suspect
vehicle when driver began shooting at
them.  Passenger deputy 2 shot several
rounds at driver through windshield of
radio car.  Driver of suspect vehicle
alighted from car and turned in direction of
Deputy 1.  Deputy 1 fired at suspect.  Foot
pursuit ensued.  Suspect eventually
apprehended without further incident. 
Suspect not struck by gunfire.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined that
shooting in policy.  OIR concurred. 
Per OIR recommendation,
Leadership and Training Division
requested by Executive Force
Review Committee to promulgate
training video designed to educate
deputies on the ineffectiveness of
shooting through windows.  

Poster designed and
distributed by LASD to
remind deputies of the
ineffectiveness of
shooting through
windows.

021182
08/11/05
S

A female deputy allegedly developed
an inappropriate personal
relationship with one or more
inmates at the facility where she
works, then failed to notify supervisor
when one of the inmates became
angry over her treatment of him.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for
Performance to
Standards, based on
her inadequate
handling of one
inmate’s inappropriate
behavior.

5 days suspension.
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021181
08/11/05
M

Suspect kidnaped female.  Deputies
located suspect and short vehicle pursuit
ensued.  Deputies 1 and 2 fired their
weapons after suspect alighted from
vehicle and turned towards them.  Suspect
not struck by gunfire and later
apprehended without incident.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined that
shooting was within policy.  OIR
concurred.

021178
08/08/05
R

After crashing into a ditch, driver ran from
scene, tried to board a bus, then menaced
arriving deputy.  Deputy used taser. 
Suspect fought with deputy.  Deputy shot
suspect once during hand to hand fight,
killing suspect.

Pending Executive Force Review
Committee.

021177
08/04/05
R

While on duty, during a traffic stop, the
deputy caused a female motorist to orally
copulate him.  Additionally, subsequent
search of the deputy’s locker, revealed
steroids and syringes.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience
to Laws, Regulations
and Orders, Immoral
Behavior and
Performance to
Standards.

Discharge D.A. declined to file charges.

Civil Suit pending.

021176
08/04/05
J

Deputy is alleged to have attempted to
have corruptly persuaded a witness to an
insubordination investigation.  

 Unit level pending investigation.

021175
08/04/05
R

Deputy is alleged to have fraternized with
inmates.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Pending

021173
08/03/05
J

Subject Law Enforcement Technician is
alleged to have been under the influence
of controlled substances.

Investigation pending. D.A. declined criminal
charges.
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021172
08/01/05
R

Use of O.C. spray, baton and control holds
by deputies on combative bus passenger
caused fractured knee.

Pending Executive Force Review.

021168
07/29/05
J

Use of Force - Head strike with flashlight Executive Force Review found no
policies implicated.  OIR
concurred.

021167
07/29/05
R

Off-Duty Felony Driving Under the
Influence and Hit and Run arrest.

Investigation pending. Deputy pled nolo contendre
to misdemeanor Hit and Run
charge.

021166
07/28/05
R

Deputy poured water on spouse’s head. 
Argument and physical struggle ensure. 
No visible injuries.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Unfounded for Family
Violence.  Founded for
General Behavior.

5 days suspension. Prosecutor declined to file criminal
charges.

021163
07/21/05
S

Deputy is accused of wrongfully
seizing fresh fruit from an impounded
truck for his personal use.

Investigation pending. D.A. declined to prosecute in
February of 2005.

021161
07/27/05
R

Deputy trainee tackles suspect and
flashlight strike to the face at the end
of a foot pursuit.  

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Executive Force Review panel
recommended findings and
discipline based on poor foot
pursuit tactics and failure to
broadcast.  OIR concurred.  Force
was reasonable.
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded for Obedience
to Laws, Regulations
and Orders and for
Performance to
Standards.  Unfounded
for Unnecessary Force.

1 day suspension.

021160
07/12/05
J

Deputy Involved Shooting - Dog Hit Investigation pending.
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021158
07/15/05
R

Deputy Involved Non-Hit Shooting when
suspect points a gun at deputies who are
following him.

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violation.  No
further investigation.  OIR
concurrence.

021155
07/17/05
B

Subject deputy used Department computer
equipment to send pornographic
photographs and spent a substantial
amount of on-duty time on personal
business.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Deputy:
Founded as to (1)
General Behavior; (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and
Orders; (3)
Performance of Duty;
(4) Performance to
Standards; (5)
Permissible Use; (6)
System Use; (7)
Prohibitions.

Discharge. Presented at Case
Review on
01/10/06.  Letter
of intent issued on
01/12/06.  Letter
of imposition
issued on
02/03/06.

021154
07/20/05
M

Deputies 1 and 2 involved in an attempted
stop of a suspect.  Vehicle and foot pursuit
ensued.  The suspect was injured during
his arrest as a result of force used by
arresting deputies.  During force
investigation, questions were raised about
potential false statements in Deputy 1's
report as to condition of suspect vehicle.

Investigation: Extremely thorough. 
False statements in police report
discovered as a direct result of the
adroit work of the investigators.
Charges: Appropriate after OIR input.
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputy 1: Founded as to
False Information in
Records, Violation of
Pursuit Policy,
Performance to Standards
and False Statements
During Investigation.

Deputy 2: Founded as to
Violation of Pursuit Policy
and Failure to make
Statements During
Investigation.

Deputy 1: Discharge

Deputy 2: 30 day
suspension

Deputy 1: Grievance
denied.

Deputy 2: After
Grievance, discipline
changed to 10 day
suspension with four
days held in 
abeyance.  Charges
changed to Violation
of Pursuit policy and
Performance to
Standards.   OIR
concurred.

D.A. declined criminal prosecution
as to false police report.

021151
07/12/05
S

A deputy allegedly violated policy in his
encounter with an uncooperative inmate. 
The deputy remove the inmate from his
dorm without following the facility
protocols, and also allegedly used
unnecessary and unreported force.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and
Orders; Founded for
General Behavior.

15 day suspension.
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021150
07/12/05
J

Subject 1 is alleged to have had sex with a
citizen while on duty and in uniform.  It is
also alleged that Subjects 1 and 2
participated in filming of two females
involved in sexual activity.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred.

Founded as to General
Behavior, Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and
Orders and
Performance of Duty.

Subject 1: 30 days
suspension.

Subject 2: 10 days
suspension.

021149
07/09/05
S

Use of Force - Left ankle fracture Investigation is pending.

021148
07/07/05
B
Roll Out

Subject deputies responded to a call
regarding a business dispute.  Upon arrival
at the scene, they saw the suspect and
approached him.  The suspect ran toward
a residence, and subject deputies chased
him.  In the back yard of the residence,
the suspect raised a handgun and pointed
it at subject deputies.  Both subject
deputies fired rounds from their service
weapons at the suspect.  As the suspect
climbed a wall, he again pointed his
handgun at the Subject deputies, and
subject deputies fired their weapons a
second time and fatally struck the suspect.

Pending presentation to the Executive
Force Review Committee.

021147
07/06/05
J

As deputies approached the front door of
the location, a pit bull charged toward
them.  In fear for her safety, subject fired
one round striking the dog in the skull with
no effect.  Subject fired a second round
after the dog continued toward her.  The
dog subsequently died as a result of the
wounds.

Investigation pending.
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021146
06/27/05
S

Deputy chased a suspect into a residence,
where the suspect allegedly attacked him
with a box cutter.  The suspect received
broken bones in the ensuing struggle,
which involved other responding units.

Executive Force Review
Committee ordered a formal
investigation onto the
performance and tactics of the
first two responding deputies,
based on issues raised in the initial
presentation of the case.  OIR
concurred.  Further investigation is
pending.

021145
06/07/05
B

SEB personnel responded to a freeway to
assist other agency personnel with a
barricaded suspect.  The suspect had
armed himself with two handguns and
after a long car pursuit, refused to exit his
car.  After negotiation efforts failed and
the use of various less than lethal
weapons, the suspect pointed his handgun
at several SEB members, and subject
deputy fired one round and fatally struck
the suspect.

Case was presented to Executive
Force Review Committee on
03/23/06, and the Committee
concluded that the use of force
was within Department policy. 
OIR concurred.

N/A

021141
06/29/05
S

Sergeant, with a history of founded
misconduct cases since his promotion,
allegedly mistreated a deputy during a
dispute over the legality of an arrest made
by the deputy.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Manner of
Exercising Authority and
Relations with
Subordinates.

Based on lengthy
history of relevant
policy violations,
demotion.

021140
06/27/05
R

Deputies responded to cock fight call.  On
arrival, deputies saw numerous males at
location.  About 30 males started running
at Deputy 1 who fired one warning shot in
the air.  Supervising Sergeant in turn failed
to process and report the shooting
properly.  See also OIR #021222 &
021103.

Executive Force Review panel
requested internal affairs investigation
and made findings.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Deputy 1: Founded for
Inappropriate Use of
Firearms, Obedience to
Regulations, Performance
to Standards and Failure
to Report Force.  

Sergeant: Founded for
Obedience to Regulations,
Performance to Standards
and Failure to Report.

Deputy 1: 10 days
suspension

Sergeant: 7 days
suspension

Following
grievance hearing,
Sergeant’s
discipline reduced
to 3 days.
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021138
06/21/05
I

Deputy went in foot pursuit of suspect
down an alley with his partner
following.  Neither deputy put out a
radio broadcast.   Suspect turned with a
gun in his hand and one deputy fired, but
missed the suspect.  Suspect continued
running and evaded officers.  One
deputy then returned to radio car and
took two additional suspects into
custody alone, while other deputy
stayed in alley.

Case presented to Executive Force
Review Committee on 11/21/05. 

Presented to Executive Force
Review on March 30, 2006 to
consider administrative
investigation.  
Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for
Performance to
Standards and Foot
Pursuit policy.

Deputy (1): 5 day
suspension.

Deputy (2): 5 day
suspension.  

021135
01/05
I

Deputy allegedly was rude to crime victim
and allegedly failed to perform adequate
investigation.

Investigation: Complete
Charges: Appropriate with OIR input
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Performance
to Standards, Conduct
Towards Others and False
Information/Statements.

15 days suspension Grievance Denied.

Employee appealed
to Civil Service.

Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 10 day
suspension and
added removal
from bonus.

021134
06/16/05
R

Off-duty Deputy failed to cooperate with
park ranger.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General
Behavior.

3 days suspension. Grievance pending.
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021129
06/02/05
B
Roll Out

Several deputies responded to a shots-
fired call, and upon their arrival at the
public park, they encountered a large
crowd of people.  Eight subject deputies
used force to arrest three persons who
challenged deputies’ orders to disperse and
resisted arrest.  Regarding arrestee A,
subject deputies #1 through 4 grabbed,
punched, kicked, struck with a flashlight
and/or kneed arrestee A.  Regarding
arrestee B, subject deputies #2, 3, 6 and 7
hit body and arms with sap, stepped on,
kneed and/or punched arrestee B. 
Regarding arrestee C, a juvenile, subject
deputy #8 swept arrestee C’s feet causing
arrestee C to fall to the ground on his
back.  Each arrestee sustained some bodily
injury. 

Case was presented to Executive
Force Review on 01/23/06, and
the Committee recommended an
administrative investigation of the
use of force.  OIR concurred with
the recommendation.    Case is
pending completion of the
administrative investigation.

021127
06/09/05
J

Non-Hit Deputy Involved Shooting Investigation pending

021123
06/06/05
M

Deputy made statement regarding
pulling gun on her boyfriend to stop
him from shooting father of her
children.

OIR monitored criminal
investigation.  OIR did not review
unit level administrative 
investigation nor participate in
disciplinary determination.

Founded for
Performance to
Standards.

2 day suspension. At grievance,
founded violation
modified to
unresolved. 
Discipline
withdrawn.

District Attorney declined
prosecution.

021122
06/06/05
I

Deputy allegedly drove under the
influence of alcohol and collided with
parked vehicles.

Investigation pending.
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021121
06/05/05
J

In an attempt to detain a Grand Theft
Auto, Hit & Run suspect, the subjects used
flashlight strikes to the head and right
shoulder blade.  The suspect stopped
resisting and was handcuffed without
further incident.  The suspect sustained
two, two inch lacerations and one three
inch scratch to the top and back of his
head and some redness to his knees.  

Investigation pending

021119
06/01/05
R

Off duty improper use of reserve deputy
status to collect loan for a third party.

See also OIR# 021284

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred in part but
disagreed as to Use of Business
Cards and Prohibited Employment.
Discipline: OIR disagreed with
nominal discipline.  

Founded for Improper
Display of Badge. 
Unfounded for Use of
Business Cards,
Prohibited
employment and
General Behavior.

Written reprimand.

021113
06/01/05
J

Obedience to Laws, Regulations & Orders Investigation pending.

021112
06/01/05
J

Obedience to Laws, Regulations & Orders Investigation pending.

021111
05/29/05
R

Deputy Involved Hit Shooting - Suspect
Deceased.

Deputies called to the scene of man
threatening neighbors and behaving
erratically, and are charged by suspect
with knives.  They attempt to use taser,
then shoot suspect fatally.

Pending Executive Force Review. D.A. declined to file charges.
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021110
05/26/05
R

Two deputies observed two males standing
near and leaning into an open window of a
car.  They left and separated as deputies
followed one male with his hand
concealed.  The man stopped and pivoted
reaching into his back waistband.  The
deputies shot three rounds, striking the
male in the right shoulder. The object in
his waistband was not a gun.

Pending Executive Force Review D.A. declined to file charges.

021109
05/25/05
R

Sergeant arrested for driving under the
influence.  

See also OIR #021170

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Obedience to
Laws.

10 days suspension.

021106
05/19/05
R

Rape and battery of in-law alleged during
child custody dispute over 15 years ago.

Investigation pending.

021103
05/11/05
R

Deputy, off duty, in a bar, displayed badge
and threatened patrons.  SEE ALSO OIR
#021222 & 021140.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Pending

021102
05/09/05
S

The subject was accused of being involved
in sexual misconduct approximately 10
years ago.  At the time, the alleged victim
was 14 years old, and had volunteer status
at an LASD Station.  The subject also
worked at the station.

Administrative investigation is
pending.

D.A. rejected the criminal
case in March of 2006, based
on insufficient evidence. 
Alleged victim has filed a
lawsuit.
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021101
05/09/05
I

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies shot at
driver.  One deputy and driver injured.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Case presented to
Executive Force Review
Committee on June 8,
2005.  Executive Force
Review Committee
recommended certain
founded charges and
discipline.

Deputy (1): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unfounded for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (2): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unfounded for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (3): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unfounded for
Unreasonable Force , Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (4): Founded for

Deputy (1): Written
Reprimand

Deputy (2): 3 day
suspension

Deputy (3): 3 day
suspension

Deputy (4): 5 day
suspension

Deputy (5): 15 day
suspension

Deputy (6): 3 day
suspension

Deputy (7): 5 day
suspension

Deputy (8): 10 day
suspension

Deputy (9): 3 day
suspension

Deputy (10): 7 day
suspension

Deputy (11): 5 day
suspension

Deputy (12): Written
Reprimand

Sergeant: 10 day
suspension

All personnel, except
Deputy (1) filed
grievances.

Deputy (2): Pursuant
to settlement
agreement, reduced
to 2 day suspension. 
OIR concurred.

Deputy (3): Pursuant
to settlement
agreement, reduced
to 2 day suspension. 
OIR concurred.

Deputy (4):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement, reduce
to 3 day
suspension.  OIR
concurred. 

Deputy (5):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 12 day
suspension.  OIR
concurred.

Deputy (6):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 2 day
suspension.  OIR
concurred.

Civil Claim filed for property
damage.

Civil Claim filed by driver.
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021101
05/09/05
I

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies shot at
driver.  One deputy and driver injured.

*Continued from previous entry* *Continued from previous
entry*

Deputy (5): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations
and Orders, Control of a
Pursuit.  Unfounded for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (6): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unfounded for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (7): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unresolved for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (8): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders.

Deputy (7):
Grievance denied.
Appealed to
ERCOM.

Deputy (8): Pursuant
to settlement
agreement, reduced
to 6 day suspension. 
OIR concurred. 

Deputy (9): Pursuant
to settlement
agreement, reduced
to 2 day suspension. 
OIR concurred.

Deputy (10):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 5 day
suspension.  OIR
concurred.

Deputy (11):
Pursuant to
settlement
agreement,
reduced to 3 days
suspension.  OIR
concurred.
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021101
05/09/05
I

At conclusion of a pursuit, deputies shot at
driver.  One deputy and driver injured.

*Continued from previous entry* *Continued from previous
entry*

Deputy (9): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unfounded for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (10): Founded for
Performance to
Standards, Vehicle
Operation and Tactics,
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders. 
Unresolved for
Unreasonable Force, Use
of Firearms and Deadly
Force.

Deputy (11): Founded for
Conduct Toward Others,
Derogatory Language,
and Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (12): Founded for
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders,
Control of Pursuit.

Sergeant: Founded for
Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (12):
Grievance granted,
changed to
unfounded.  OIR was
not consulted in
violation of protocol
and OIR does not
concur in result.
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021100
05/08/05
I

Deputies responding to a shots fired call
encounter armed suspect.  Suspect points
weapon at deputy.  Deputy shoots at
suspect.

Pending investigation and presentation
to Executive Force Review.

Claim filed.

021098
03/31/05
M

Deputies were executing a search warrant
when the suspect locked himself in the
bathroom.  Demands for the suspect to
exit met with negative results.  Deputies
then forced entry and the suspect fired his
weapon.  In response, the deputies fired a
total of 29 rounds into the bathroom. 
Suspect died from self-inflicted wound.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined that
shooting was in policy.  OIR
concurred.
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021097
05/05/05
B

After receiving information regarding an
inmate’s inability to speak and failure to
take his psycho tropic medication, subjects
failed to send the inmate to the jail clinic in
a timely manner for the requested further
evaluation.  

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Nurse: Founded
as to (1) Performance of
Duty, and (2)
Performance to
Standards.

Subject Deputy (1):
Unfounded as to (1)
Safeguarding Persons in
Custody; and (2)
Performance to
Standards.

Custody Assistant:
Unfounded as to (1)
Safeguarding Persons in
Custody; and (2)
Performance to
Standards.

Subject Deputy (2):
Unresolved as to (1)
Safeguarding Persons in
Custody; (2) Performance
of Duty; and (3)
Performance to
Standards. 

Subject Nurse: 3-day
suspension.

Subject Deputy (1):
N/A

Custody Assistant:
N/A

Subject Deputy (2):
N/A

Subject Nurse: Letter
of intent was issued
on 12/15/05.

021092
05/04/05
R

Deputy used force in subduing a combative
inmate and failed to report.

Executive Force Review panel
requested formal investigation.  

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence.  Executive
Force Review panel found deputy
violated Unreasonable Force, Force
Reporting and False Statements
policies.
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Unreasonable
Force, Performance to
Standards, Obedience to
Regulations and Failure to
Report.

15 days suspension.
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021091
05/04/05
J

Deputy allegedly conducted a criminal
investigation and arrested his then
girlfriend’s ex-husband.  Subject also
allegedly used department
communications for personal reasons
to find information about ex-
husband.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR disagreed.  Due to
appearance of impropriety,
appearance to lack of integrity,
and subjecting department to
potential civil liability, OIR
recommended at least 15 day
suspension.

Founded as to General
Behavior and use of
Communications
Equipment.

7 days suspension.

021088
04/27/05
J

Hit Shooting - Subjects deputies responded
to a shots fired call at the location when
they were confronted by an armed
suspect.  When the suspect pointed his
firearm at them, they each fired once,
striking the suspect.

Investigation pending.

021085
04/01/05
M

While on patrol, the deputies came across
two rival gangs who were shooting at 
each other.  Subjects saw the suspect
pointing a handgun at them, at which time
they fired from their duty weapons striking
the suspect.  

Investigation pending.

021082
04/26/05
R

Deputy, while intoxicated off duty, may
have displayed his firearm to a security
guard.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: N/A

Unfounded for
Disorderly Conduct
and Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and
Orders.

021081
04/26/05
J

Subject alleged to have forged spouse’s
signature on escrow papers to obtain
$37,000.

Investigation pending.

021080
04/25/05
J

Subject allegedly struck his spouse.  No
injuries suffered.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to General
Behavior.

5 days suspension.
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021075
04/20/05
S

Allegation #1:  
Subject allegedly used inappropriate
comments to a subordinate while he was
requesting back-up.

Allegation #2: 
Subject allegedly was not available to
assist field deputies during a structure fire
call, when it was believed that someone
was trapped inside the burning structure.   

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for: Manner of
Exercising Authority and
Conduct Toward Others.

25 days suspension. Subject is grieving
the discipline.

021070
04/11/05
S

False Information in Reports
Performance to Standards

A deputy and a custody assistant 
allegedly gave false information
about their own diligence in
monitoring inmates on the night of an
escape from a jail facility.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: 

Founded for both
subjects based on
performance failures
in allowing both the
escape and the
delayed discovery of it. 
Unfounded for False
Information in
Reports.

7 day suspension
for Custody
Assistant.

5 day suspension
for Deputy.

021069
04/11/05
B

After becoming involved in a heated
argument with inmate, subject physician
walked behind inmate and kicked inmate in
the buttocks.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to (1) General
Behavior; (2) Conduct
Toward Others; and (3)
Derogatory Language.

7-day suspension Letter of intent
issued on 09/22/05.

Letter of
imposition issued
on 01/04/06.

021067
04/11/05
J

Performance to Standards
Safeguarding Persons in Custody

Investigation pending.

021060
04/05/05
J

Subjects allegedly used inappropriate
verbiage in Inmate’s medical chart and
failed to notify a supervisor or a physician
regarding the inmate’s medical change of
condition.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to
Safeguarding Persons in
Custody, Obedience to
Regulations and
Performance to
Standards.

4 days suspension as
to each subject.

Pending grievance.
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021056
03/24/05
I

Deputy Involved Shooting while attempting
to subdue suspect. Deputy hit/Suspect hit

Investigation: Adequate
Case was presented to Executive
Force Review on March 30, 2006. 
Committee concluded force was
within policy, but recommended
training.  OIR concurred.

021051
03/17/05
M

Deputy Involved Shooting - While
attempting to apprehend a shoplifting
suspect, Sergeant fired at suspect as he
was fleeing in a vehicle.  Deputy
subsequently engaged in a foot pursuit of
suspect in an unsafe manner with no vest
or radio.

Investigation: Thorough
Committee found Sergeant in violation
of shooting policy and Deputy to be in
violation of Performance to Standards
for engaging in a foot pursuit of
suspect in an unsafe manner.

Sergeant: Founded: Force
Policy

Deputy: Founded:
Performance to Standards

Sergeant: 15 days
suspension

Deputy: 10 day
suspension

Grievance denied as
to Sergeant.  OIR
concurred.

Subsequent to
grievance, discipline
for deputy modified
to 5 day suspension. 
OIR concurred.

021047
02/04/05
R

Deputies encountered suspect inside motel
room while investigating narcotics activity. 
Suspect fights when deputies try to detain
him.  Deputies used impact weapons, O.C.
spray and carotid restraint, hobbled and
summoned ambulance.  Suspect died a
day later in hospital.  Connection between
struggle and fatality not immediately clear.

Pending D.A. evaluation.

021045
03/17/05 
R

Sergeant arrested for Spousal Battery
Violation of Restraining Order.

See also OIR #’s 021109 & 020211

Pending investigation. City Attorney filed misdemeanor

021030
01/31/05
R

Suspect stabbed his girlfriend and took her
to her mother’s house.  Suspect fled. 
Containment was set up.  Suspect vehicle
located crashed against a light post. 
Suspect was located and charged at
deputy with knife.  Deputy fired at suspect,
who subsequently died at hospital.

Pending Executive Force Review.
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021026
01/23/05
B

While on patrol, deputies saw the suspect
running at a man.  When the suspect saw
deputies, he turned and ran in the
opposition direction.  As deputies exited
their patrol car, the suspect reached into
his waistband, drew a handgun and
pointed it at subject deputy, who had
ordered the suspect to drop the gun. 
Subject deputy fired four rounds.  The
suspect died from a gunshot wound to the
head.

Pending presentation to Executive
Force Review Committee.

D.A. declined to prosecute.

021025
01/23/05
B

Subject deputies responded to a restaurant
where the suspect had fired his handgun
and wounded restaurant employees, and
when subject deputies arrived, the suspect
pointed his handgun at them.  Upon
subject deputies’ entry into the restaurant,
the suspect emerged from behind the
service counter and pointed his handgun at
subject deputies again.  Subject deputy (1)
fired his shotgun, and subject deputy (3)
fired his duty weapon at the suspect and
wounded the suspect.  After falling to floor
behind the counter, the suspect picked up
his handgun and again pointed it at
subject deputies.  Subject deputy (1) fired
his shotgun a second time, and subject
deputy (2) fired his duty weapon at the
suspect.  The suspect died from his
wounds.

Case was presented to the
Executive Force Review
Committee on 02/23/06, and the
Committee concluded that the
shooting was within Department
Policy.  OIR concurred with the
conclusion.  

N/A D.A. declined to prosecute.

021009
12/28/04
R

Driving Under the Influence suspect
alleged that deputy had her check into
motel in lieu of arrest and later visited her
and made inappropriate advances.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for
Performance to
Standards, General
Behavior, False
Statements and False
Information in
Records.

Discharge D.A. declined to file charges.
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021006
12/10/04
B

Deputies observed two men approach a
vehicle.  As the men began to enter the
vehicle, deputies made contact with them. 
Suspect, one of the two men, charged at
subject deputy and began to fight subject
deputy.  Subject deputy struck suspect
with fists and a flashlight.  Suspect fled
and a foot pursuit began.  During foot
pursuit, suspect threw a glove filled with
shotgun shells and pointed a shotgun at
deputies.  Subject Deputy fired one round
at suspect.  Deputies subsequently caught
the suspect and his companion uninjured.

Case was presented to the Executive
Force Review Committee on 07/28/05,
and the Committee requested an IAB
investigation into the tactics related to
the foot pursuit.  OIR concurred.  On
11/21/05, the IAB case was presented
to the Committee, and the Committee
concluded that subject deputies
violated Department policy regarding
the foot pursuit.  OIR concurred.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Deputy (1):
Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
and (2) Performance to
Standards.

Subject Deputy (2):
Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
and (2) Performance to
Standards.

Subject Deputy (1):
1-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (2):
1-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (1):
Letter of intent was
issued on 11/30/05.

Subject Deputy (1):
Letter of imposition
was issued on
12/27/05.

Subject Deputy (2):
letter of intent was
issued on 11/29/05.

020989
12/02/04
J

Subject deputy arrested for Driving Under
the Influence

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurs
Discipline: OIR concurs

Founded as to Obedience
to Laws and General
Behavior.

7 days suspension. Pending grievance.

020986
12/02/04
R

Arranging inmate fights and allowing
inmates to “discipline” other inmates.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Pending

D.A. declined to file.

020984
12/02/04
B

Off duty bar fight in another county. 
Deputies named as battery suspects.

Pending investigation D. A. declined to file.
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020976
11/16/04
J

It is alleged Subject unlawfully arrested
complainant for possessing narcotics for
sales during the service of a search
warrant.  Subject alleges the complainant
possessed the narcotics; however, other
deputy alleges that an informant actually
possessed these narcotics.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to Obedience
to Laws, General
Behavior, Tampering with
Evidence, False
Statements, Obstructing
and Investigation,
Performance to
Standards, Duties of all
members and Use of
Informants.

Discharge Discipline not
modified at Skelly. 
Pending Civil Service
hearing.

D.A. filed charges for False Arrest. 
Jury rendered not guilty verdict.

020967
11/10/04
J

Deputy allegedly used unnecessary force in
kicking handcuffed and hobbled inmate
and made false statements about the
incident.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Based on new information raised
at Skelly, further investigation
being conducted into subject’s
allegations that one witness
sergeant told him not to mention
that a female deputy was present
during the use of force.

Founded as to
Unreasonable Force,
General Behavior and
Obedience and
Regulations.

30 days suspension. Pending Skelly
hearing.

020949
10/19/04
 B

While off-duty and during an argument,
subject deputy grabbed stepson around his
neck and, during a physical struggle, bit
the stepson’s nose.  

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to (1)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations and Orders;
(2) General Behavior; and
(3) Conduct Toward
Others.

10-day suspension. Letter of intent was
issued on 12/02/05.

Letter of
imposition issued
on 02/09/06.

020932
10/19/04
R

Following off- duty traffic accident, deputy
joined companion in lying to police about
who was driving, was rude and derogatory
toward other motorist and failed to
cooperate with investigation of accident.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Pending

Criminal charges of threats and
interference with a police officer
filed by D.A. in another county. 
Jury trial resulted in hung jury. 
Charges then dismissed by court.
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020929
10/19/04
M

Following a traffic collision, deputies
provided information suggesting civilian
was at fault.  Subsequent investigation
revealed that deputies were at fault. 
Investigation also considered allegations
that on-scene investigators and
supervisors failed to thoroughly investigate
accident.

Deputy (1) was the driver of the patrol car. 
Deputy (2) was the passenger of the patrol
car.  Deputy (3) was assigned to prepare
the traffic investigative report.  Deputy (4)
reviewed the traffic investigation report. 
Sergeant was the on-scene supervisor
entrusted to ensure accurate collection of
the facts.  Lieutenant was the supervisor
reviewer of the traffic investigation report. 

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputy (1): Founded for
operation of vehicles,
Failure to obey traffic
laws, False statements to
supervisor, False
statements during
investigation.

Deputy (2): Founded for
Performance to
standards, False
statements to supervisor,
False statements during
investigation.

Deputy (3): Founded for
Performance to standards
for failure to properly
document the facts of the
traffic accident.  

Deputy (4): Unfounded

Sergeant: Founded for
Performance to standards
for failure to investigate
traffic collision .

Lieutenant: Unresolved.

Deputy (1): 20 days

Deputy (2): 20 days

Deputy (3): 5 days

Deputy (4): N/A

Sergeant: 5 days

Lieutenant: N/A

Deputy 1: Imposed

Deputy 2: Imposed

Deputy 3: After
grievance,
suspension reduced
to 1 day.

Sergeant: After
grievance, findings
changed to
unfounded.  OIR did
not concur as to
change of discipline
disposition of
Sergeant.

020904
08/24/04
B

While searching for a suspected hit and
run driver, subject deputies encountered a
suspected burglar who charged at subject
deputies with a long piece of lumber.  After
slamming the hood of the radio car with
the lumber, the suspected burglar entered
the radio car and drove at subject
deputies.  Both subject deputies fired their
weapons and fatally hit the suspected
burglar.  

Pending presentation to Executive
Force Review Committee.

D.A. declined to prosecute.
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020896
07/18/04
M

Deputy involved off-duty shooting
following a vehicle pursuit.  Deputy
pursued suspect vehicle in his private
vehicle after colliding with the
suspect vehicle.  Deputy fired at
unarmed suspect.

Executive Force Review
Committee determined that
shooting was not in policy and
tactics violated policy as well.  OIR
concurred.

Founded for Use of
Unreasonable Force
and Performance to
Standards.

15 day suspension.

020886
08/05/04
R

Deputies used force and o.c. spray on an
inmate when he became uncooperative
and failed to report accurately.   Sergeant
failed to act promptly on information.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputies 1,2 3 4 & 5:
Founded for False
Statements and Failure
to Report Force.

Deputy 4: Founded for
Unreasonable Force
and Derogatory
Language.

Deputy 5: Founded for
Unreasonable Force.

Sergeant: Unfounded
for Failure to
Supervise. 

Deputies 1, 2, 3, 4
& 5: 15 days
suspension.

Sergeant:  N/A

D.A. declined to file.
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020880
08/05/04
B

Subject deputy (1) drove a car while under
the influence of alcohol, hit two parked
cars and caused injury to Subject deputy
(2).  Subject deputy (2) and (3), who were
also under the influence of alcohol, and
subject deputy (1) interfered with the
Driving Under the Influence investigation
by an outside law enforcement agency.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Deputy (1):
Founded as to (1) General
Behavior; and (2)
Obstructing an
Investigation.

Subject Deputy (2):
Founded as to (1) General
Behavior; (2)
Unnecessary Interference;
(3) Obstructing an
Investigation; and (4)
Disorderly Conduct.

Subject Deputy (3):
Founded as to (1) General
Behavior; (2) Disorderly
Conduct; (3) Obedience
to Laws, Regulations and
Orders; (4) False
statements; and (5)
Obstructing and
Investigation.

Subject Deputy (1):
10-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (2):
15-day suspension.

Subject Deputy (3):
Discharge

Subject Deputy (2):
Letter of Intent
issued on 02/02/05.

Subject Deputy (3):
Letter of Intent
issued on 02/16/05.

Letter of imposition
was issued on
03/10/05.

Subject Deputy (1):
In a case settlement
agreement, the
Department reduced
the 10-day
suspension to a 7-
day suspension. 
Letter of imposition
issued on 08/05/05.

Subject Deputy (3): D.A. filed two
felony charges.  Count one
charged the crime of Driving
Under the Influence causing
injury in violation of Vehicle Code
section 23153(a), a felony, and
count two charged the crime of
driving with a .08 blood alcohol
causing injury in violation of
Vehicle Code Section 23153(b), a
felony.  On August 13, 2004,
Subject Deputy (3) pled nolo
contendre to a violation of Vehicle
Code Section 23152(B), a
misdemeanor.

020879
08/18/04
J

Subject allegedly made false statements in
a Worker’s Compensation deposition, failed
to remain home while injured off duty, and
engaged in prohibited employment.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: OIR concurred
Findings: OIR concurred
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to General
Behavior, False
Statements, Obedience to
Regulations, Prohibited
Employment, Regulations
re Outside Employment,
Department Approval of
Outside Employment

Discharge Shelly did not result
in settlement.

Pending Civil Service
hearing, subject
retired.

Jury acquitted defendant on
multiple counts of worker’s
compensation fraud and perjury,
but hung on one count of perjury.

020859
06/28/04
J

Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol. Investigation pending.

020858
07/07/04
M

Subject allowed unlicensed and under the
influence driver to operate vehicle. 
Minutes later, driver involved in a fatal
accident resulting in death of passenger.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for Performance
to Standards

15 day suspension Department denied
Grievance.

Appeal to Civil
Service pending.
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020852
06/16/04
J

Use of force, head strike to the head with
radio while transporting inmate from court.

Executive Force Review
Committee found no policies
implicated.  OIR concurred.

020851
06/17/04
I

Deputies used force to arrest suspect for
possession and transportation of
methamphetamine, using flashlight strikes,
resulting in a broken nose, broken ribs,
and a broken elbow to the suspect. 
Sergeant allegedly failed to provide timely
and complete information to Watch
Commander.  

Investigation: Thorough
Heard by Executive Force Review
Committee on February 24, 2005. 
Force found to be within policy, but
recommendation of policy violations to
be founded for Performance to
Standards for deputies and field
supervisor.
OIR concurred.

Founded for Performance
to Standards

 Deputy (1): 3 day
suspension
Deputy (2): 3 day
suspension
Deputy (3): 3 day
suspension
Deputy (4): 3 day
suspension
Sergeant: 5 day
suspension

Grievances filed
Deputy (1): resigned
Deputy (2):
grievance denied. 
Imposed.
Deputy (3): Pursuant
to settlement
agreement, reduced
to written reprimand.
Deputy (4): Pursuant
to settlement
agreements, reduced
to written reprimand.
Sergeant: grievance
denied, appealed to
ERCOM.

020847
07/24/04
J

It is alleged the subject deputy was
contacted by an outside  police agency on
two separate occasions while in the
company of a known prostitute and
narcotics user.  Subject was alleged to
have been required to notify his supervisor
of the contacts, but failed to do so. 
Subject is alleged to have maintained a
personal association with the female
without express written permission from
his unit commander.  Subject allegedly
made false and/or misleading statements
when subject told investigators they were
just friends and subject was unaware she
used drugs. 

Investigation: Adequate after OIR-
requested further investigation re the
prohibited association allegation was
completed.
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for prohibited
association, immoral
conduct, general
behavior, failure to make
statements and/or false
statements and reporting
information

Discharge On January 25,
2006, Civil Service
Commission
agreed with and
upheld discharge.
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020842
06/09/04
R

Four deputies responded to report of man
with a gun at a motel threatening people
and behaving erratically.  When deputies
approached motel room, the man opened
the door and started shooting at them with
a pellet gun that was a handgun replica. 
Deputies returned fire, killing the gunman
and fatally wounding a deputy.

Pending investigation. D.A. declined to file charges.

020838
06/03/04
B

Subject deputies initiated a traffic stop. 
Before and after subject deputies began
searching for weapons, the driver of the
stopped car made furtive movements. 
When subject deputy (1) began to search
the driver for weapons, the driver pulled
away, produced a revolver from his
waistband and pointed the gun at subject
deputies.  The armed man backed away
and began running through a parking lot
and away from subject deputies.  When
the armed man changed his direction and,
while running at the subject deputies, the
armed man pointed his gun at them. 
Subject deputies fired five shots at
suspect, striking him in the upper torso.     

Case was presented to the
Executive Force Review
Committee on 01/12/06, and the
Committee concluded that the
shooting was within Department
policy.  OIR concurred with the
conclusion.

N/A D.A. declined to prosecute.

020834
05/20/04
S

Deputy observed shots fired while
conducting a traffic stop.  Units responded
to location.  Approximately fifteen minutes
later, deputies observed two males, one
matching the description of the suspect. 
One suspect surrendered while the other
ran across the street, jumped across hood
of subject’s car.  The suspect allegedly
turned and pointed a gun at Deputy, who
fired in response and struck the suspect,
who did survive.

Executive Force Review
Committee heard this case in
January of 2006.  The panel
determined that the shooting was
justified and that both force and
tactics were in policy.  OIR
concurred.  No further action
required.

D.A. completed its review of the
case in January of 2005 and
found the shooting to be justified. 

020824
05/27/04
J

It is alleged that the subject custody
assistant while off-duty sexually molested
a juvenile female.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for immoral
conduct, general
behavior, and conduct
toward others

Discharge Civil Service
Commission
agreed with and
upheld discharge.

DA filed criminal charges which
resulted in two verdicts, first a
hung jury, then not guilty verdict.
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020823
05/27/04
I

Deputy responded to a traffic collision call
where suspect/complainant was arrested
for Driving Under the Influence.  Some
time after suspect was released, suspect
received approximately ten telephone calls
from deputy checking up on suspect and
attempting to meet.  Suspect tape
recorded the telephone messages.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate with OIR input
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for violations of 
Fraternization, Prohibited
Association, False
Statements, Confidential
Information, Obstructing
an Investigation, General
Behavior, Conduct Toward
others, Performance to
Standards, Duties of All
Members, Court Cases,
and other policies

Discharge Letter of Intent

Appealed to Civil
Service.

D.A. declined to file criminal
charges.
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020818
05/06/04
M

Inmate killed in cell by another inmate
allegedly in retaliation for his testimony
against the inmate.  Investigation found
that: Deputy (1) and Sergeant (1) failed to
request appropriate reclassification of
alleged murderer when he escaped from
jail; Deputy (2) failed to ensure
appropriate reclassification after obtaining
a felony escape filing against alleged
murderer inmate; Deputy (3) failed to
discover that alleged murderer inmate
improperly inserted himself into court line;
Custody Assistant (1) failed to challenge
alleged murderer inmate’s unauthorized
presence on second floor of jail; Custody
Assistant (2), Deputy (4) and Deputy (5)
failed to properly conduct safety checks;
Deputy (6) failed to conduct safety checks
and made false entries in the safety log;
Sergeant (2) failed to ensure that safety
checks were properly conducted; Deputy
(7) failed to make critical observations
during a clothing exchange; Deputy (8)
failed to investigate alleged murderer
inmate’s story and write disciplinary report
when inmate was caught roaming on
unauthorized floor.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR Concurrence
Discipline: OIR Concurrence

Deputy (1): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations, and
Orders, Performance to
Standards, and Violation
of LASD Classification
Policy.

Sergeant (1): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations, and
Orders; Performance to
Standards; and Violation
of LASD Classification
Policy.

Deputy (2): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations, and
Orders; Performance to
Standards; and Violation
of LASD Policy Regarding
Identification and
Classification of Special
Handling Request
Inmates.

Deputy (3): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations, and
Orders and Performance
to Standards.

Custody Assistant (1): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations &
Orders; Performance to
Standards; Violation of
LASD Floor Control Booth
Policy.

Deputy (1): 3 
day suspension

Sergeant (1): 
5 day suspension

Deputy (2): 
7 day suspension

Deputy (3): 
5 day suspension

Custody Assistant
(1): 5 day suspension

Custody Assistant
(2), Deputies (4) &
(5): 5 day suspension

Deputy (6): 25 days
suspension

Sergeant (2): 
15 day suspension

Deputy (7): 
5 day suspension

Deputy (8): 
10 day suspension

(Grievance results
will be reported when
all are completed).
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020818
05/06/04
M

Inmate killed in cell by another inmate
allegedly in retaliation for his testimony
against the inmate.  Investigation found
that: Deputy (1) and Sergeant (1) failed to
request appropriate reclassification of
alleged murderer when he escaped from
jail; Deputy (2) failed to ensure
appropriate reclassification after obtaining
a felony escape filing against alleged
murderer inmate; Deputy (3) failed to
discover that alleged murderer inmate
improperly inserted himself into court line;
Custody Assistant (1) failed to challenge
alleged murderer inmate’s unauthorized
presence on second floor of jail; Custody
Assistant (2), Deputy (4) and Deputy (5)
failed to properly conduct safety checks;
Deputy (6) failed to conduct safety checks
and made false entries in the safety log;
Sergeant (2) failed to ensure that safety
checks were properly conducted; Deputy
(7) failed to make critical observations
during a clothing exchange; Deputy (8)
failed to investigate alleged murderer
inmate’s story and write disciplinary report
when inmate was caught roaming on
unauthorized floor.

*Continued from previous entry* Custody Assistant (2),
Deputies (4) & (5): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations &
Orders, Performance to
Standards; Violation of
Inmate Safety Check
Policy.

Deputy (6): Founded for
Obedience to Laws;
Performance to
Standards; False
Statements; False
Information in Records.

Sergeant (2): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations &
Orders; Performance to
Standards; Violation of
LASD Uniform Daily
Activity Log Policy.

Deputy (7): 
Founded for Performance
to Standards.

Deputy (8): 
Founded for Obedience to
Laws, Regulations &
Orders; Performance to
Standards.

020815
05/06/04
J

Deputy allegedly used corporal
punishment against young child
leaving marks on child’s bottom.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: Appropriate
Discipline: OIR concurred

Founded as to General
Behavior, Obedience to
Laws, Regulations and
Orders and Family
Violence.

15 day suspension. Pending grievance.
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020804
04/29/04
S

Subject is alleged to have punched a co-
worker at an off-duty social event,
seriously injuring him.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded for General
Behavior, Conduct Toward
Others, and Workplace
Violence.

Discharge Subject deputy’s
grievance was
rejected by LASD. 
OIR was consulted. 
Subject has appealed
to Civil Service.

D.A. declined to file in April of
2004.

Victim of the assault has filed a
lawsuit against the subject and
the County.

020800
05/05/04
I

Custody Assistant allegedly illegally
possessed a loaded firearm in a public
place and engaged in inappropriate
conduct when contacted by other LASD
personnel. 

Investigation: OIR and unit requested
interviews of two additional witnesses. 
Adequate after these interviews 
Charges: Adequate
Findings: OIR concurrence.
Discipline: OIR concurrence.

Founded for General
Behavior and Obedience
to Laws, Regulations &
Orders

Discharge Letter of Imposition

Custody Assistant has
appealed to Civil
Service Commission

Criminal charges filed then
dismissed.

020795
04/23/04
I

Deputies were called to a gas station
where the suspect was acting erratically
and threatening to ignite the pumps. 
Deputies used taser on suspect.  Suspect
did not succumb and began to choke a
patron.  Deputy shot suspect.

Investigation: Thorough
Case presented to Executive Force
Review Committee on March 23,
2006.  Committee found force
within policy.  OIR concurred.

020794
04/21/04
I

While sergeant was inside store, he heard
gunshots outside.  He stepped outside to
investigate and saw two cars, with one
firing at the other.  As the cars turned the
corner, the passenger in one of the cars
pointed his gun at the sergeant, who fired
at him.

Investigation: Thorough
Case presented to Executive Force
Review on January 12, 2006. 
Committee found force within
policy.  OIR concurred.

Civil claim filed.

020733
02/17/04
J

Subject deputy is alleged while on duty to
have stopped four women and engaged in
inappropriate conduct, including asking the
women to show him their bodies and
unwanted touching.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to General
Behavior, Immoral
Conduct, Obedience to
Laws, Conduct Towards
Others, Failure to Make
Statements, Performance
of Duty

Discharge On March 22,
2006, Civil Service
Commission
requested briefing
on issue of one
year statute of
limitations.

020732
02/17/04
J

It is alleged the Subject slapped his son’s
head with an open hand and threatened to
shoot him during a domestic dispute. 

Investigation: Adequate 
Charges: Appropriate 
Findings: OIR concurrence 
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to General
Behavior, Obedience to
Laws and Family Violence

15 day suspension Letter of imposition
served.  Pending
grievance.
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020729
02/17/04
I

Deputy (1) allegedly interfered with other
agency investigation of a collision and
possible Driving Under the Influence by
removing suspect from the location and
not returning for an extended period of
time.  Deputy (2) allegedly allowed Deputy
(1) to remove the suspect.

Investigation: Thorough after additional
interviews requested by OIR.
Charges: Incomplete.  OIR
recommended False Statements charge
for Deputy (1).
Findings: OIR concurrence (with the
exception of missing false statement
charge).
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Deputy (1): Founded for
General Behavior and
Interference with an
Investigation.  

Deputy (2): Founded for
Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (1): 10 day
suspension.

Deputy (2): Written
Reprimand.

Deputy (1):
Grievance pending.

Deputy (2): Imposed. 

Criminal charges not filed.

020698
01/21/04
I

Deputy was arrested on charges of
burglary, domestic violence and false
imprisonment.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate after OIR input
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded Discharge Letter of Intent

Deputy has appealed
to Civil Service
Commission.

City Attorney diverted case to
counseling and is holding open.

020681
01/15/04
J 

Sexual Molestation and Unlawful
Intercourse

Investigation pending.

020637
11/13/03
R 

Deputies rode patrol bicycles past known
drug house and observed a male leaving
location on a bicycle.  Deputies signaled to
male, who pedaled away, crashed into
parked vehicle, and began running.  Foot
pursuit began.  One deputy and male were
involved in scuffle.  The man stood up and
pointed gun at deputies.  All four deputies
opened fire.  Suspect was killed.

Executive Force Review panel
found no policy violation.  Tactical
training recommended for deputy
who approached armed suspect
too closely.  OIR concurrence.

D.A. declined to prosecute.
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020633
11/11/03
B

During a drug surveillance, subject
deputies and sergeant tried to initiate a
traffic stop on suspect’s vehicle.  When
suspect tried to escape, a subject deputy
fired several rounds at suspect’s vehicle. 
Vehicle pursuit commenced, and suspect’s
vehicle struck several LASD vehicles. 
Vehicle pursuit ended when suspect
vehicle crashed into fence, and at the
conclusion of this vehicle pursuit subject
deputies fired several additional rounds.

Case was presented to Executive Force
Review Committee on 03/22/05.  EFRC
elevated the case to IAB investigation. 
EFRC concluded that the shooting was
within policy; however, it concluded
that the conduct of three of the
involved personnel violated policy.  OIR
concurred.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject Deputy (1):
Founded as to
Performance to Standards

Subject Deputy (4):
Founded as to (1)
Performance to
Standards; and (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations, and Orders;
and (3) Control of a
Pursuit.

Subject Sergeant:
Founded as to (1)
Performance to
Standards; and (2)
Obedience to Laws,
Regulations, and Orders.

Subject Deputy (1):
15 day suspension

Subject Deputy (4):
Written reprimand

Subject Sergeant: 
1-day suspension

Letter of intent
issued on
08/02/05. 

Pursuant to a case
settlement
agreement, LASD
reduced the 15-
day suspension to
a 8-day
suspension.

Letter of
imposition issued
on 02/18/06.

D.A. declined prosecution.

020594
10/17/03
J

Subject’s wife was involved in a hit and run
accident.  She hit the rear of a tractor-
trailer.  She drove around the trailer and
did not pull over to exchange information
with the other driver.  The driver of the
tractor-trailer felt a bump and saw the
subject’s wife in the vehicle drive past him
with what appeared to be fresh collision
damage.  Wife told subject about collision. 
Subject reported the collision to his
insurance company as being unoccupied
when the vehicle was struck.  Subject
confessed his false reporting to criminal
investigator.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to General
Behavior and Obedience
to Laws, Obstructing an
Investigation, cooperation
during criminal
investigation.

30 day suspension At Shelly, LASD did
not alter the
discipline.  Pending
Civil Service hearing.

D.A. declined.
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020565
08/24/03
B

Subject deputies deployed a canine on a
barricaded young man, who claimed to
have a gun, and fatally shot the young
man. 

Case was presented to Executive Force
Review Committee in May 2005 and on
September 6, 2005.  EFRC concluded
that while the use of force was
necessary, several LASD personnel
violated policy.  OIR concurred in part.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurred in part
Discipline: OIR concurrence on the
Founded charges.

Deputy (1): Founded as
to Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (2): Founded as
to Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (3): Unfounded as
to Performance to
Standards

Deputy (4): Unresolved as
to Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (5): Unresolved as
to Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (6): Founded as
to Performance to
Standards. 

Deputy (7): Founded as
to Performance to
Standards. 

Deputy (8): Founded as
to Performance to
Standards. 

Deputy (9): Unfounded as
to Performance to
Standards. 

Sergeant (1): Founded as
to Performance to
Standards.

Sergeant (2): Unresolved
as to Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (1): 2-day
suspension.

Deputy (2): 2-day
suspension.

Deputy (3): N/A

Deputy (4): N/A

Deputy (5): N/A

Deputy (6): 2-day
suspension.

Deputy (7): 2-day
suspension.

Deputy (8): 3-day
suspension.

Deputy (9): N/A

Sergeant (1): 5-day
suspension.

Sergeant (2): N/A

Lieutenant: N/A

Deputy (10): N/A

Deputy (11): N/A

Deputy (1): Letter of
intent was served on
09/21/05.

Deputy (2): Letter of
intent was served on
09/26/05.  [Letter of
imposition was
served on 11/17/05.]

Deputy (7): Letter of
intent was served on
09/20/05.

Deputy (8): Letter of
intent was served on
09/20/05.

Sergeant (1): Retired
from LASD.

D.A. declined to prosecute.

Civil Lawsuit filed.
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020565
08/24/03
B

Subject deputies deployed a canine on a
barricaded young man, who claimed to
have a gun, and fatally shot the young
man. 

Continued from previous entry. Deputy (10): Unresolved
as to Performance to
Standards.

Deputy (11): Unfounded
as to Performance to
Standards.

020541
09/12/03
J

Deputy assigned to work with juveniles
sports program established an
inappropriate personal relationship with a
seventeen-year old female.  On numerous
occasions while on duty and in uniform,
deputy made personal visits to the girl’s
home and place of employment.  Deputy
used his county vehicle and cell phone for
personal use by repeatedly driving her and
calling her.  Deputy allegedly had sexual
intercourse with the female in his office. 
After female complained, deputy was
ordered not to contact her.  However,
deputy allegedly disobeyed and continued
to do so, and falsified his daily log to
falsely indicate he was at another location.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: LASD concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to
Performance to Duty,
Performance to
Standards, General
Behavior,
Misappropriation of
Property, Unauthorized
Persons in County
Vehicle, Obedience to
Laws, Regulations &
Orders

Discharge.  Shelly
occurred. No change
in discipline.

Pending Civil Service
Hearing

020506
08/14/03
J

Subject Custody Assistant was involved in
an off-duty physical altercation while
attending a party.  Subject punched victim
in face causing two facial fractures
  

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: LASD concurrence
Discipline: LASD concurrence

Founded as to General
Behavior and Obedience
to Laws

Discharge Pending civil service
hearing

Subject was charged and pled
guilty to misdemeanor assault
with a deadly weapon.
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020420
05/20/03
I

Between May 1, 2001 and August 22,
2001, approximately $3,500 was stolen
from the petty cash drawer.  In October
2001, after being ordered not to take any
cash at the service station, a LET allegedly
took cash.

Investigation: Adequate, after
additional interviews requested by OIR 
Charges: Appropriate after OIR input
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Law Enforcement
Technician:  Founded for
Safeguarding Money and
Obedience to Orders

Lieutenant:  
Founded for Supervisory
Responsibilities

Community Services
Assistant: Founded for
Safeguarding Money and
Reporting Information

Sergeant:
Unfounded

Law Enforcement
Technician:
Discharge

Lieutenant:
7 day suspension

Community Services
Assistant:
30 day suspension

Sergeant:
N/A

Law Enforcement
Technician:
Appealed to Civil
Service Commission. 
Civil Service
Commission
reinstated Law
Enforcement
Technician and
suspended for 30
days.

Lieutenant:
Modified to 4 day
suspension with 2
days held in
abeyance

Community Services
Assistant:
Imposed.  Appealed
to Civil Service
Commission.

The D.A. declined to file criminal
charges due to insufficient
evidence.
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020283
07/08/02
I

Deputies approached a vehicle at a gas
station for expired registration.  The driver
admitted to not having a valid license. 
While Deputy (1) spoke with the driver,
Deputy (2) contacted the passenger, the
driver’s teenage son.  Deputy (2)
attempted to detain the passenger in the
backseat of the patrol car while Deputy (1)
completed his investigation.  At this point,
police officers from a local police agency
arrived.  Deputy (2) and the officers
struggled with the passenger at the rear of
the patrol car.  Deputy (2) and the officers
took the passenger to the ground,
struggled with him there, and then
handcuffed him.  Meanwhile, Deputy (1)
took the driver to the ground.  After the
passenger was cuffed, he was lifted off the
ground by officers as captured on
videotape.  The officers of the local police
agency are alleged to have slammed the
passenger into the trunk of the car and
punched him.

Investigation: Adequate.  OIR
interacted frequently with the
responsible IAB investigators to ensure
that all allegations that had been made
were addressed by the investigation.
Charges: Appropriate after OIR input.
Findings: LASD concurrence
Discipline: LASD concurrence

Case presented to Executive Force
Review on 03/06/03.

Deputy (1):  
Founded for Performance
to Standards for
inadequate observations
of events

Deputy (2):  
Unresolved for
Performance to Standards

Deputy (1):  
10 day suspension

Deputy (2):  
N/A

Deputy (1): 
Grievance denied,
but discipline reduced
to 5 day suspension. 
OIR concurred. 
Deputy (1) has
appealed.

Criminal charges were filed
against two of the officers from
the local police agency.  One
officer acquitted.  Other officer’s
case resulted in mistrial.  The two
deputies have not been charged. 
A civil lawsuit was filed.

020252
09/17/02
B

Civilian employee alleged that following an
evening out drinking with subject deputy,
another Department member and his wife,
the four returned to subject deputy’s
residence.  The employee alleged that
after an argument with subject deputy and
while the employee was trying to leave the
residence, subject deputy punched the
employee in the upper torso several times
causing rib fracture.  The employee alleged
that others witnessed the battery.

Investigation: Thorough
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: LASD concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Founded as to Conduct
Toward Others and
General Behavior. 
Founded as to Failure to
Report Incident to
Supervisor.

5 days suspension Letter of intent. 
Pending imposition of
discipline.

D.A. declined to prosecute the
case.
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020244
08/19/02
B

While off-duty, subject deputy gambled at
a Las Vegas casino, consumed alcoholic
beverages and celebrated victories.  At one
point, the casino staff advised subject
deputy to refrain from using profanity to
avoid offending other patrons and hotel
staff.  When subject deputy failed to
comply, the hotel security officers were
summoned.  As security officers escorted
subject deputy out of the casino, subject
deputy allegedly battered one of the
security officers.  The hotel security
officers then took subject deputy to the
ground and arrested him for battery.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: LASD concurrence
Discipline: LASD concurrence

Founded as to Conduct
Towards Others. 
Founded as to Disorderly
Conduct.  Founded as to
General Behavior. 
Founded as to Derogatory
Language. 

5 days suspension Letter of intent
issued.  Pending
imposition of
discipline.

D.A. declined battery prosecution.

020017
11/04/02
B

Subject (1), a supervisor, falsely accused
deputy (A) of having been involved in the
death or disappearance of deputy (B) and
failed to supervise subject (2).

Subject (2), a deputy, falsely accused
deputy (A) of having been involved in the
death or disappearance of deputy (B) and
made false statements to subject (1) about
deputy (A).

See also OIR #020278 and #020279 in
January 2003 Oversight Chart.

Investigation: Adequate
Charges: Appropriate
Findings: OIR concurrence
Discipline: OIR concurrence

Subject (1): 
Founded as to Conduct
Towards Others;
Performance to
Standards, &
Responsibility for Conduct
of Subordinates and/or
Unnecessary Interference.

Subject (2): 
Founded as to Conduct
Towards Others and/or
Unnecessary Interference;
and False Statements
and/or Performance to
Standards.

Subject (1): 
15 day suspension

Subject (2): 
Discharge

Subject (1): 
Letter of Intent

Subject (2): 
Letter of Intent

Pending civil litigation.


